PROJECT MANAGER
100 %
At Zense, our daily bread is handling complex con
tent of all kinds – all in the service of creating
meaningful, sense-making and ... slightly insane
stuff.We‘re looking for a smart, engaging person to join our team as a project manager(and con
sultant). Your (most important) task? Helping
well-known Swiss and international clients commu
nicate complex messages in a memorable and
effective way.
Sounds simple, doesn‘t it? Therein lies the challenge!
From illustrations to storyboards, visualizations
to videos, we ask you to think outside the box, let your
creative juices flow, and take our clients where
no dime-a-dozen consulting agency has taken them
before.
We‘ll also ask you to put forward your own ideas,
play around with some crazy new business concept
on the side, and get stuck in on day one.
What kind of guy or gal are we (day-)dreaming of
for this awesome role? We prize (not necessarily
in this order): analytical ability, creativity, a sense
of humor and ... a willingness to be bold and
inventive.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES:

–

–
–

–
–

understanding (first and foremost) and reframing
(not just rehashing!) the business and commu
nication strategies of international clients, big and
small
owning your projects and spicing them up with
your own ideas
structuring and preparing content of all kinds
(conceptual work, writing, proofreading, editing,
sketching, storyboarding)
driving change with our own ventures (e.g. www.
kitkitkit.ch)
breaking new ground with your own client
acquisitions

WHAT YOU BRING TO THE
PROVERBIAL TABLE:

–
–
–
–

–
–
–

a must: a university degree (preferably in economics
or business)
prior experience in consulting or with an agency
fluency in German and professional
proficiency in English
ability to learn quickly, a structured approach to
tasks, enthusiasm, dedication, creativity ...
and a sense of humor
a passion for story-telling in all its forms (visual arts,
movies, pop culture)
a taste for and understanding of design and
aesthetics
knowledge of the most commonly used Adobe
programs would be extra cool

WHAT WE BRING TO SAID TABLE:

–

–
–
–
–

the opportunity to take charge of projects that will
challenge your analytical-thinking skills as well
as your creative side
lots of freedom for your own personal
development: with us you have room to run!
the chance to express your own ideas, wishes and
yes ... even your (professional) fantasies
creative, curious, fun, and playful work colleagues
the chance to work in an interdisciplinary team –
and in an equally interdisciplinary field

Does this sound tailor-made for you?
Then drop whatever it is you were doing and send us your
CV and a brief but all-the-more-riveting cover letter.
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